With a price of just £4,995 + VAT for the complete package including case, Velopex are very proud of their laser training and product support – which navigate – with 8 presets. The unit itself can ‘touch screen’ control system that is easy to use.

The Velopex Diode Laser is very easy to use.

New Picasso laser launched by Velopex

Velopex Aquaplas Quattro Single

With a growing reputation as the ‘font of knowledge’ in High Technology Dentistry, the team at Velopex have launched a single channel Aquaplas Quattro – which is sold in a package with a compact super bench top Dental Laser. The Laser and features. Colour touch screen operation and includes a carry handle as well as fibre tip s". The Aquaplas Quattro System provides all the benefits of its bigger brother – the ability to provide excellent best in the market' stain removal as well as cavity preparation and composite repair. Use this before any bonding for fantastic results.

Velopex are very proud of their laser training and product support – which keeps customers coming back for repeat purchases.

With a price of just £4,995 + VAT for the complete package including case, 3 Velopex include a unit featuring: Colour touch screen operation and

Accolade SRS where they will be able to see the complete product range in action.

For further information call Sedent Dental Systems on 01922 582050 or email joshbel@sedent.co.uk

Ignite Your Passion with Sirona

www.3mespe.co.uk/
Kemdent products provide Effective protection against 
Kemdent Practiceline Snap and sprays and Kemdent Chairside foam and aerosol correctly, guarantee a safe inactivation of influenza A (H1N1) viruses (pathogenic respiratory syncytium-flu). These products should be used for daily decontamination of surfaces close to the patient frequented by touched surfaces (e.g., dental chair, door handles, work surface).
The disinfection of hands and surfaces and also contaminated instruments play a major role in preventing the human-to-human transmission of the currently circulating respiratory syncytium-flu which belongs to the group of influenza A viruses, type H1N1.

All equipment/medical devices in direct contact to the patient have to be disinfected and sterilized after use and before use on another patient. Kemdent InstrumenSafe is suitable for the safe inactivation of influenza A viruses at the respective concentration rates and exposure times of the product.

Using Kemdent Cross-infection control products will help a Practice maintain their high standards of patient care.

For further information on special offers or to place orders call Helen on 01793 770256 or visit our website www.kemdent.co.uk.

Quality not Compromise
True Dental Furnishings

Genus is renowned for offering extensive design and construction expertise to the dental market, whether for refurbishing or fitting out a practice. The team at Genus make it their business to know their clients in order to design projects that are highly effective, fully compliant and closely in line with the dentist’s vision for the future.

Genus overcomes the construction phase to maintain close control over the progress of the project and to schedule work effectively. Genus employs its own project managers, trades people and labour teams and, apart from specific services, does not use sub-contractors.

Genus is not tied to any particular manufacturer, which means they can choose the best solution for each project. When Genus specifies furniture and equipment for a project, this is based on the client’s requirements and the overall design.

Genus delivers effective practice designs and high interior qualities that are completed on time and to budget.

For more information please call Genus on 01582 404464 or email info@genusgroup.co.uk www.genusinteriors.co.uk

Philips Sonicare

Cut your bills

your practice still spending too much on equipment and supplies? Then you need to take a look at www.inventorycircyle.com

The website has been designed to connect dentists and dental laboratory suppliers across the globe who wish to buy and sell
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The Fusion of Style and Function

If you are looking not only to refresh but also to transform your practice, look no further than Tavom.

A company who, for 30 years, has embodied the philosophy of consistent improvement in both their service as well as in their products, Tavom are experts in guiding the client through the process from start to finish.

A team comprises in employing CAD technology to transform ideas into tangible results will deal with every detail of your requirements. The innovative design of cabinets such as the new 3M™ Lava Chairside Oral Scanner is produced by using the latest restorations’ facility. Up to 25 shades taking results can be stored in memory.

By using LED technology, Tavom has ensured that the “Easyshade™ Compact” We expectancy is almost limitless. No more worries about lighting conditions or costly remakes either! Panadent 01899 718 178 or visit www.panadent.net

Panadent Minimint ZRC - The Next Generation of Mouth Rinse

Panadent is pleased to announce the next generation of dental mouth rinse is launched with the introduction of Minimint ZRC.

Now all that has changed.

Panadent has managed to engineer a small amount of Zinc into the formulation for Minimint Concentrated Mouth Rinse. Zinc in low concentrations is known to reduce levels of Volatile Sulfur Compounds in the mouth.

By mixing with Minimint, patients not only benefit from the fresh clinical freshness and freshness provided from original Minimint’s unique high quality formulation but also will assist to reduce unpleasant odours and taste associated with dental procedures and oral hygiene products, during and post procedure.

Minimint ZRC is recommended for all dental surgeries as an effective mouth rinse with additional benefits. Panadent is offering a special introductory trial offer to let you see the advantages for yourself by buy 2 get 1 free, which brings the unit price per 100ml bottle to 8.83 UKp. Each Call Panadent today at 01869 917 067 for details.

Minimint ZRC

Biterite Dental Laboratory

New Website, Same Great Service

Biterite Dental Laboratory have a new look, easy to navigate website that offers users instant access to the great products at Biterite as well as the latest innovations from the smile design team.

Housed in their brand new state-of-the-art premises, the team from Biterite uses the latest technology combined with the finest craftsmanship to offer you:

• The standards and values of the traditional dental laboratory combined with the contemporary work ethics of today’s dentist
• Guaranteed on all work and materials
• All work turned round within 10 working days
• A consistent supply of proven, reliable and cost effective solutions of outstanding quality
• A bespoke service to suit the specific needs of your practice

Why not try the fresh approach to cosmetic crown and bridgework solutions? To demonstrate the quality of all work created by Biterite, your piece of work will be done completely complimentary!

Visit the new website at biterite-int.co.uk or call the dedicated team on 0208 451 5321 to get your free Biterite information pack.

Biterite Dental Laboratory

The British Academy of Cosmetic Dentistry presents the latest in its series of Study Club Lectures, to be held at the British Dental Association, London on Tuesday 26th January 2009.

Entitled Impression Free Dentistry: Are We There Yet? Dr Ian Press will explore how digital impressions can have a significant impact on the way dentists practice.

The focus is the new 3M Lava Chairside Oral Scanner and the lecture will cover:
• An overview of the technology involved
• Clinical tips for capturing data
• Interpretation of data and communication between dentist and lab
• Clinical cases and photos for onlay, veneers and all ceramic crowns

The lecture will also feature a practical element, allowing attendees to use the equipment.

Dr San Prasad is a member of the BACD, BADI and ADI of the Post the Rose Lane Dental Practice since 2002, Ian won the 2009 Restorative Smile of the Year Award at the prestigious Smiles Awards. Places are limited for this event and so booking early is recommended.

For more information or a booking form please contact Steve Rowlands on 0208 241 9528 or email info@biterite.co.uk.
Kavo Everett CAD/CAM

One of Kavo Everett’s UK dental suppliers, Wright Cottrell, has been working alongside dental teams for many years to deliver a range of quality products for all indications.

Wright Cottrell worked to deliver the latest innovations and cutting edge equipment, including the Kavo Everett CAD/CAM system, a complete process system for strong and highly aesthetic solutions for all ceramic restorations, the Kalos Everett CAD/CAM system in an outstanding example of the latest in dental laser technology.

The system comprises four components:

- Everett scan-Fran – Measuring unit with exact scanning of the model
- Everett engine – Milling and grinding unit for high precision and automated processing
- Everett Therm – Sintering unit for perfect sintering

The benefits of scanning with this innovative solution have opened doors to all dental professionals by offering fast and accurate results. With access and support from the experienced Wright Cottrell team, you are guaranteed outstanding customer care and the highest quality products available.

For more information about how you can benefit from outstanding service and a world-class product range, please call Wright Cottrell on 0800 68 69 40 or visit www.wrightcottrell.co.uk

Kemdent products provide effective protection against infection

Kemdent PracticeSpray and wipes and Kemdent ChannelCare from Kemdent have been used correctly, guarantees a safe inactivation of infections A (H1N1)- viruses (pathogens that can be transmitted from human to human) and are used for daily disinfection of surfaces close to the patient and frequently touched surfaces (eg. dental chair, door handles, work surfaces).

The disinfection of hands and surfaces also and contaminated instruments play a major role in the aim to reduce the transmission of infections currently circulating swine flu virus which belongs to the group of influenza A viruses, type H1N1.

All equipment/medical devices in direct contact to the patient have to be sterilised after use and before on another patient. Kemdent InstrumentLife is suitable for the safe inactivation of infections A viruses at the respective concentration rates and exposure times of the products.

Using Kemdent Cross-infection control products will help you maintain your high standards of patient care.

For further information on special offers or to place orders call faks on 01793 776316 or visit our website www.kemdent.co.uk

For all your various needs... The NEW NSK

The Implant Education Centre, based in Leicester, in conjunction with Nobel Biocare, is delighted to welcome delegates to the First Annual NSK/Dental Implant training programmes.

The British Orthodontic Society has announced that the first ever National Orthodontic Week will be launched on 22 March 2010. The aim of the week is to create a cohesive vehicle for all providers of orthodontic treatment to come together and communicate a strong and well-informed message about orthodontics to the public and to the wider dental profession.

Do it NOW

The BDS is making the announcement NOW to give the profession plenty of time to get up to the event and make preparations for local and practice initiatives which can be seen as a ‘mission impossible’.

NOW - National Orthodontic Week to be launched by British Orthodontic Society
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